
There are different types of aging, depending on muscules types, skin types, etc. 

And so these types of aging can be connected to the archetypes. Like, Dramatic-carriers gets their face features 

sharpen with age, Natural-carriers gets the second chin, Romantic-carriers loosing the oval, etc. 

Gamines, Yang-Yin, are the ones that are  

the luckiest ones in terms of face oval and second chin, their pointed chins stays at place;), but they follows 

the “Wrinkled” type: they look young for a long time, and one day suddenly stops it and gets a lot of small 

wrinkles thus skin looks like an aged apple skin… Also you get a chin wrinkle… But on a good side, it stays 

tuned and you safe money at surgery operation.  

 



 
WHAT TO DO? 

• Set on a moisturizing crème, botox, peeling  

• Accent the shoulders and eyes: your lids still allow you to underline it in spite of the wrinkles!  

• Grey hair is the thing that doesn’t suit you that well unless you are Soft colortype, so color the hair for a 

brighter effect, you are gamin after all!  

Pls notice that after 55 y.o.all types of aging start to get mixed and so a combined aging type follows.  

 

 



Check out Mia Farrow, Edith Piaf, Geraldine Chaplin 

If you are Gn, check out Jane Birkin, if Ng – Angela Merkel 

If you are Gr – check out Patricia Kaas,  if Rg – Vivien Leigh:  

 

If GD – Audrey Hepburn, Michelle Fairley, Coco Chanel, Andy McDawell, Sigurney Wither, 

 
 

Your weight gain type is: belly; and gaining all over the body, like even palms and feets, underjaw, upper 

tommy, so that my figure becomes broad…  

=>  

The bright side is that gaining weigh doesn’t make you to look older, as it is the case for Natural type, for 

instance! In fact, that might even work as a kind of filler on your wrinkles;). 



Style method is  accent one, the sight must move in zigzag through you, so use accenting earrings, then brosch or 

print in blouse or neckscarf, then at your waist point or messenger bag on your hips, then accenting shoes.  

   
Accent method: is bright, attracting, original, and easy to start styling with. Both accessories or solid piece could 

be accents (like bright dress for Dramatics or bright color skirt or pants). Also a printed garment could be an 

accent.  

Add a neutral or basic clothes (jeans jacket, white shirt, etc). In sport-chic, for instance, it would be bright shoes 

and neutral rest, which also suit great for fall-winter-spring season of the year (easier to build). In a FW it also can 

be a coat. 

Also in case you use 1 accent color, you could add a silhouette method. But it won’t work with 2 colors😉. 

Bold ones could play on 2 accent colors (complimentary scheme or nuance color). 3 colors (triad or split-divided 

scheme) is already complicated. 

   



Silhouette method is a bit rude for you, but might be used in dramatic style direction or by rectangular Gd, GC, 

Gn (last two must not higher the waistline!): 

It correct your figure in the way you want;); is very expressive, overdressed one, since unusual cut creates an 

impression and determines the image. Thus, tops with unusual sleeve shapes, oversize garments (shirts) could be 

combined with straight structured bottoms – pencil skirt, jeans or sigharette pants. But of course, the bottom also 

could be unusual, like an assymetrical skirt (with draping, volangers, “tails”, etc). 

Due to high attention attracting, it’s better be in neutral colors, or color might to overdo the image. Only 1 accent 

allowed. Also details, like bags, broosches, must be chosen very carefully, remembering about determination of 

the image (Like, pirate balloon sleeves shirt won’t live good with a straw bag;) 

Thus, this s´method is good to use in fall-winter time, and let it be a coat; ), so the rest is neutral easy to combine 

wardrobe;). Coz the biggest minus this method has – it’s that you’ll have to have a huge wardrobe in case of many 

silhouette garments in your wardrobe;). 

Also pay attention that this method must be used at the right places you are attending. Your kids’ school parent 

meeting might be not the best place for it;). 

recommended to GD, Gn, Dr, ND 

Harmonic method is plain boring and might add you weigh even and so, to age you… So, basically, set on the 

right colors next to face😉, and relax about the combinations, made with swiss accuracy lol (unless you are Gr or 

Rg or GC in romantic style, when your romantic part would take over and demand the importance of the color 

harmony) 

• 60s style suits to long-haired gamines, also aged ones could pull off garcon, mixed with lady like style 

(more – in the style story). Gr could use Aphine silhouette and Napoleon ampir and use all 3 methods 

• The finishing touch: Minimalism suits only to aged Dramatics, others needs attracting attention (bright or 

big/or both together) jewelry (just check your lookbook and introduction if you need to accent arms/to 

have an accent around hips, so you can or can not wear the bracelets 


